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Relevance of the research issue is defined by the necessity of analysis of risks and danger to the political system of Russian Federation in modern world. Present political practice indicates that functioning of any modern state is based on a certain political line denoting strategic course and direction of the development of the state and the society. Today this state policy, which is the essence of activity of the authorities and the society control, has an emphasis in the activities of countries and communities democratically oriented. On the one hand, a state policy should reflect the interests of wide social groups and help to solve the significant problems of the society. On the other hand, it should help to form strong power which is capable of taking effective and fair decisions. However the modernity makes the uncertainty of political environment worse and increase the possibility of mistakes and wrong choices provocating risks and dangers of the development of the state on national as well as on international levels.

The object of the research: Political risks of states as a phenomenon of modern policy.
The subject of the research: Foreign political risks of Russian Federation.
The purpose of the work is to define political risks of Russian Federation on the present stage. Research objectives:
- study the nature of political risks;
- examine foreign political risks as a provocation of modern global problems;
- identify the inner determinants of foreign political risks of Russian Federation;
- define the risks in foreign policy of Russian Federation.

Scientific novelty is the systematization of theoretical and empirical material of the objective facts determining the increase of foreign political risks level of Russian Federation. Besides we analyze the majority of political risks models which were worked out in academical environment as well as in first-rate international corporations and consulting companies.

Structure of the paper consists of the two chapters, containing four paragraphs, the conclusion and the bibliography.

During last years a notable increase of global instability took place. Many countries faced with increase risk of instability and try to cope with many domestic and foreign problems. There is no certain definition of state instability. When we speak about some region as an unstable we mean that there are some sort of political, social or economical problems.

Instability takes place in political revolutions or some other unpredictable and non-legitimate political changes; destruction political or social institutions; disintegration of the system; loss of territorial integrity; economical crisis; public disorders; forced migration; armed domestic or foreign conflicts.

Foreign political risks of Russian Federation are determined by the position of the country on the international arena, geopolitical competition, organized criminality and terrorism, illegal conflict financing, climate change, etc.

Scale and character of foreign danger influence on domestic policy in the country and also on the risks.